SEPTEMBER 2020 ART SHARE
Our President, Diana Steele, is a Talented
Leader for MCAA
COV19
CHANGES
OUR ARTISTIC
LIVES

Our MCAA schedule
has been impacted as
have our lives. This
document is an
attempt to bring us
together in one of the
only ways we can
keep in touch during
this time.
Herein you will find
responses to an email
I sent out requesting
art images to
members.
I will continue to send
these out as long as
people send me
photos of their art.
If you have not sent in
photos or messages,
please do so…. It is a
simple way we can
keep in touch.
Kathleen
Gordon-Burke

“The magnolia is a watercolor I did following a tutorial by Char McGill
(CharMingArt.com).”
The following four are small field sketched paintings (2018). I have
wanted to do some while I am stuck at home. But it has been too
HOT! And I don't have many blooms this year.” DIANA.

Art in Many Forms
Diana’s Sketch Book

“I think these are so beautiful and are frameable just
as they are. I had to give them a whole page.” KGB

The Gift of Art
Sharon Fenton Shares Her Talent
The daughter of high
school classmates of
mine commissioned
me to do this painting.
The barn is something
she and her parents
walked by on their
evening strolls.
Unfortunately, her
father died before I was
able to complete the
picture. Knowing the
sentiment attached, it
made this painting both
more special as well as
more challenging. It is
my hope this painting
will bring her family
memories of happy
times together.
SHARON

Susan Walker Gifts Her Grandson

I painted this bear for my new grandson born June 16.
SUSAN

James McNell’s Forest

So Much Creativity During Strange Times
Valerie Keehn Captures a Moment in Time

‘One Walks in the Rain in
Seattle”
Acrylic. 12 x 16
Not sure if it’s quite fixed finished
yet.”
VALERIE

Peggy Hebrard Paints in an Old Masters Style

“This is my rendition of an old masters by Harlamov a Russian artist. My friend made the frame with a
shelf for me. The horses were an earlier painting and gifted to my son.”
PEGGY

MCAA Art Gallery continued…
Sandy Strong, Staying Strong and Painting Watercolors

Marie Pera’s “Class” Project

“I just finished the seascape
course with Bridgette
O’Conner. One the paintings
was of an egret at sunset on
the beach.” MARIE

And More…
Kathleen Gordon-Burke Old & New Paintings

“As you can see, I like to
paint food. I paint in oils on
a cradled wooden art
board, I like the
smoothness of it and feel I
can get much more detail
than I can on canvas. The
top two food-based
paintings are recent SIP
paintings.
The parakeet is an old one
that I have refused to sell…
it seems like a signature
piece.” KATHLEEN
ps: I should learn to take
better photos.

